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Abstract: This article reports comparison results from studying the alignment of selected metadata models, used to manage E-Learning Materials (ELM) in the medicine and healthcare education, against the accreditation standards of the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME). The study aims to (1) illustrate the variety of application profiles developed as metadata models in that field, (2) identify the alignment of the metadata models with the criteria set by the EACCME. This study compared several application profiles, developed based on established metadata standards, using an evaluation matrix created using the accreditation criteria set by the EACCME. Further technical criteria were added to compare between the metadata models and their alignment with the new techniques used for publishing data online. Such techniques aid in the searchability and discovery of online content via the internet. Therefore, the use of XML and RDF technologies combined with the use of ontologies and controlled vocabulary was emphasized in the implementation of many metadata models. One limitation faced during conducting this research was the poor documentation of the methodology for designing the metadata models. Despite this, it is apparent that the EACCME criteria can work as best practices guidelines for describing the content of digital libraries with medical and healthcare content in order to be accredited later on. The study showed that the medicine and healthcare educational content requires specialized metadata models that consider having specific properties such as clinical history and expiry time of its material shown in some of the application profiles. Further research should be conducted to evaluate the completeness and conformity of applying the application profiles in digital libraries and online repositories to the standards’ guidelines.
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1. Introduction

Medicine and healthcare disciplines are considered one of the early adopters for technology advances related to learning (Reid, Thomson and McGlade, 2016). The online educational content provided for the medical and healthcare professions education is now used to effectively support the learning process (Fleiszer, Posel and Steacy, 2004). Materials provided on the internet are considered a source that has the potential for improving the new learning paradigms such as blended learning and continuing professional development (CPD) in medical education (Delf, 2013). Several e-platforms and e-libraries are providing high-quality learning content for the public (Caswell et al., 2008). Such platforms might be under the supervision of universities or medical centers but that is not always the case. Understanding the importance of e-learning, the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME) set up by the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS) has launched in 2009 the accreditation of e-learning materials (ELM) and that includes recordings, videos, and any online material published online via an educational website (UEMS, 2016a).

There exist standards agreed upon for publishing data online. A standard, in general, is “a document, established by a consensus of subject matter experts and approved by a recognized body that provides guidance on the design, use or performance of materials, products, processes, services, systems or persons” (ISO, 2019). In the context of e-learning materials, many standards were developed to govern the description, design, and publishing of e-learning materials for ensuring reusability, and interoperability between different e-learning systems (Koutsomitropoulos et al., 2010). However, it is possible that a standard does not satisfy specific systems’ or publishers’ needs. Hence, Application Profiles (AP) can be developed to implement a modified version of any standard, either by adding or removing characteristics from the standard’s set of attributes and still guarantee compatibility with the original standard, and interoperability of its content (Issam, Passardiere and Jean-marc, 2008).
As several specialized application profiles have been developed for describing medical and healthcare educational content, this emphasized the existence of specific requirements when describing such content. Some of these requirements are the use of specific controlled vocabularies known in the medical domain for enhancing the discoverability and the organization of its content. Furthermore, properties such as clinical history, patient information, target audience, and continuing education credit are specialized properties for describing medical and healthcare content in specific. Specialized healthcare organizations have been developing metadata standards that are used by the healthcare community to advance healthcare education (Hersh et al., 2006). The usage of the metadata standards depends on the organization adopting it. Online libraries and educational repositories have different goals when publishing its content online. Some might have the goal to enhance the searchability and discoverability of its content (Konstantinidis, Kaldoudi and Bamidis, 2009), while other online libraries contain types of e-learning materials that is of different media types such as videos and interactive lessons, have technical details to be included in its description.

Furthermore, it is important that online libraries are up to date with digitizing movement happening in the world. Medical and healthcare data are increasingly published as open data on the web. Hence, ontologies in general and biomedical ontologies in specific are used heavily to aid in the searchability and integration of such data (Issam, Passardiere and Jean-marc, 2008). Ontologies are controlled vocabularies managed by experts in their fields that allow describing the semantics of data in machine readable way (Konopka, 2015). RDF is one of the standards used to represent the ontologies. It provides the foundation for describing resources on the web in semantically enriched manner and enables data interoperability (Ashraf, Hussain and Hussain, 2014). Several biomedical and more general ontologies are used for describing medical educational content in online libraries. For example, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology which is a controlled vocabulary used by PubMed library for indexing articles (Dhammi and Kumar 2014), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) used heavily to effectively record clinical data and it covers symptoms, procedures, diagnosis, and other important medical terms (Stearns et al., 2001), and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) that brings health and biomedical vocabularies and coding standards to enable interoperability between medical information systems (Bodenreider, 2004). Such ontologies are specialized in describing medical terminologies and used heavily by medical and healthcare organizations. While, other more general ontologies such as Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) that is used to represent knowledge using RDF (Miles et al., 2005), and Friend of a Friend (FAOF) that is used for linking information and using the web (Graves, Constabaris and Brickley, 2007).

This paper is organized as follows. First, a summary of existing application profiles developed for the healthcare e-learning materials in specific is provided in the background section. The summary highlights the elements of each application profile and outlines their structure graphically. Next, the paper outlines the methodology and criteria used to conduct a comparative study for the application profiles against the accreditation criteria set by the EACCME for accrediting ELMs in terms of its description. Furthermore, the study added criteria to compare the technical implementation techniques used by these application profiles of metadata models to enhance the description of ELM in medicine and healthcare. At the end of this study, discussion and conclusion are presented to compares the alignment of the metadata models with the accreditation standards.

2. Background

Two of the most well-established metadata standards are described in this section. Understanding the elements of such standards will ease the understanding of the application profiles compared in this study.

2.1 The DCMI

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open public organization that is non-profitable. It supports metadata design and implementation to support resource discovery around the internet. The initiative work resulted in a simple cross-domain metadata statement known as Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES) which has been standardized and revised as ISO standard 15836-1: 2017 (ISO, 2017). Dublin Core standard is used to describe a wide range of resources, where a resource is defined by DCMI as “anything which might be identified” (Powell et al., 2007). DCMI used the same definition of RDF for a resource. A resource is “anything that has identity” (Maicher, 2007). Therefore, in online libraries, any book, book chapter, article, or any multimedia object can be described is referred to as a resource. The simple Dublin Core metadata element set consists of these fifteen elements: contributor, coverage, creator, date, description, format, identifier, language,
The work on DCMES started in 1998. Since then, the field of metadata standards has developed (Barker and Campbell, 2010). The DCMI continued its work on developing these simple elements set to accommodate the needs of semantic web and interoperability of a resource. In 2008, DCMI published a set of specifications to conform to the new trends in the field such as using RDF (W3C, 2014) to represent metadata fields. DCMI metadata terms are the new version of DCMI simple element set. The new metadata terms are 15 new properties identical to the old 15 elements in the naming. Hence, the interoperability of existing implementations of the Simple Element Set is not be affected. The new 15 elements in DCMI metadata terms have been assigned domains and ranges and are related with the previous DCMES as sub-properties through RDF tags. Domains and ranges restrict the content of a given property to specific types and values. The main elements of the standards are illustrated in figure 1.

The element set of DCMI describe the basic characteristics of a resource and its relations with other resources such as persons using creator and contributor properties with the aid of ontologies. Classes are part of vocabulary model in any metadata standard or application profile (Maicher, 2007). Syntax and vocabulary encoding schemas are used to describe the type and language of a resource from a selection of options provided by the standard.

2.2 The IEEE LOM

IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) started to develop the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard in 1997. With the aid of different international participants, LOM working group succeeded to have this standard accredited by IEEE. In June 2002, the 1484.12.1 LOM standard was accredited and published by IEEE (IEEE Computer Society, 2002) and the IEEE LTSC LOM group continued to develop and maintain the standard ever since. As defined in LOM standard (IEEE Computer Society, 2002), a LOM instance is designed to record the characteristics of the learning object it describes. LOM categorizes these characteristics into 9 groups: general, life cycle, meta-metadata, educational, technical, rights, relation, annotation, and classification. In each of these categories, there are a set of data elements which compose a metadata instance for a learning object. The purpose of such a detailed description for a learning object, as stated by the working group, is to facilitate sharing and exchange of learning objects since the metadata have a high degree of semantic interoperability. The total number of elements composing LOM standard is 45 elements which are all optional to complete in this standard. These 45 elements are directly descendent from the 9 parent categories and each element might be a simple data element (leaf node) or an aggregate element for collection of simple data elements (parent node) as illustrated in figure 2.
Simple data elements in LOM hierarchy have individual values defined by the standard restrictions on data types and size of the content of these elements. For example, for a simple data element, LOM standard may specify the size of allowed values in the form of the **smallest permitted maximum value**. Such restriction forces the application implementing this standard to bound the maximum size for a specific element to the smallest permitted value for that element. Another restriction imposed by LOM standards is the type of content in a metadata element. Data types vary in LOM such as **DateTime**; **LangString**, where one part of the value is a language code and the other part is Unicode text; or it might be a **vocabulary**, where the value of the element is selected from a controlled vocabulary; or character strings; and some elements have undefined data type.

In LOM, some data elements may be repeated in different categories. The value and meaning of an element are affected by the parent category which contains that element, for example, keyword element in the general category contains values that describe the learning object itself, while the keyword element in the classification category contains various fields that this learning object might fit in.

3. **Methodology**

An evaluation matrix is constructed to compare the alignment of different metadata models to the essential criteria set by the EACCME to guarantee the high-level quality of ELMs in medicine and healthcare fields. The criteria focus on content and description quality of the ELMs. The quality of the content cannot be assessed unless evaluated by humans. This section details all the criteria set by the EACCME. The comparison study considers only the part of the criteria related to the description of the ELMs to create the evaluation matrix. Furthermore, the implementation techniques that aligns with the new publishing standards of using RDF and ontologies were added to the evaluation matrix. This study provides a mechanism to compare and evaluate the features presence or absence in each application profiles used as metadata models in the field. Details about the evaluation matrix criteria and scope of the study are detailed below.
3.1 Requirements for accreditation of ELMs set by the EACCME

The reliability on continuing medical education and the greater support for such change in learning has resulted in considerable advances in the practices applied by learners to engage in educational opportunities provided in terms of e-learning material that include e-books, articles, videos, pics, ..., etc. Therefore, the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS) build The European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME) (UEMS, 2016b). The e-learning materials were defined by the EACCME as materials of new media such as recorded audio, recorded visual on CD or DVD, or available online via an educational website, and not limited to these examples (EACCME, 2017). EACCME required an ELM to satisfy a set of the following essential criteria to gain the accreditation (UEMS, 2016a):

1. Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs: which include set of criteria that mandate the provider of the material to state the educational needs which the material fulfill, the educational outcomes of the material, and the target audience for whom the material will be suitable for.

2. Description of material: which include set of criteria that govern the description of the material, by providing summary of its content, the duration the learner needs to engage with the material, its compliance with ethical and legal requirements if applicable, the date of preparation of the material and any revisions made or its expiry date if applicable, the format required for use of this material, and if it respect the privacy and confidentiality of the learner, if the material is of an interactive nature.

3. Nature of material: include set of criteria that assess the content of the material if it complies with the following: it must be evidence-based with suitable references, it must encourage active learning, and it must confirm the learner engagement and achievement of the educational objectives using self-assessment methodologies or other assessment methods such as questionnaires.

4. Details of the provider: include set of criteria that govern the description of the provider, such as the description of the provider organization, the names and qualifications of individuals involved in preparing the material, and it must state hot-links to further relevant information, and the source of funding provided for preparing them when applicable.

5. Quality assurance by the provider: which includes a set of criteria mandates the declaration of the provider techniques applied to ensure the quality of the material developed. Such criteria must be followed by the provider; they must provide confirmation that the material has been quality assured, they must provide means for the learner to provide feedback on the material, and they should make technical support related to the material available for the learner.

3.2 The study evaluation criteria

The comparative study is accomplished based on an evaluation matrix created for this purpose. The evaluation matrix contains a subset of the EACCME criteria related to assessing the description of ELMs that include: 1. educational objectives and fulfillment of educational needs, 2. description of the material, and 3. details of the provider. Having such elements in an application profile indicate that it is aligned with the criteria needed for the accreditation standards and guarantee good quality for the ELM metadata. The study did not consider two of EACCME criteria that are related to: nature of material, and the quality assurance by the provider. Such criteria are evaluated based on the content provided in the ELM and how the providers of the content are maintaining it is quality. Since such features are not listed in the metadata of ELMs in general, the study considered the criteria that can be covered and managed by the metadata description of ELMs in online libraries and repositories.

Furthermore, the technical implementation of the application profiles in digital libraries aids in making the ELMs searchable and discoverable. Therefore, the comparative study added technical criteria which cover the binding techniques and controlled vocabulary used when implementing the application profiles, and what metadata standards they extended when developed which ease the interoperability and usability of ELM on the web. One more criterion added that focused on the use of online licensing certificates for recording the IRP right for the resources described in these application profiles.

The comparison is conducted by listing all the criteria explained above in the matrix dimensions and answering it with mostly Yes/NO to compare the application profiles. The resulting matrix is represented in a table format that summarizes and compare the results. The application profiles participating in this comparative study are detailed in the next section.
3.3 Comparative study coverage

As part of the study, the following Application Profiles (APs) were found in previous studies researched and outlined in this section. Such APs were developed specifically to manage medicine and healthcare related ELM. Table 1 lists the participating application profiles in the study and a link for their website that or documentation provided by the agency responsible for developing it.

Table 1: Analysis collection overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HealthCare LOM</td>
<td><a href="http://ns.medbiq.org/lom/extend/v1/">http://ns.medbiq.org/lom/extend/v1/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mEducator</td>
<td><a href="http://www.meducator.net/">http://www.meducator.net/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAL</td>
<td><a href="https://library.med.utah.edu/heal/">https://library.med.utah.edu/heal/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

The evaluation matrix in table 2 shows the results of evaluating each application profile against the criteria discussed in the methodology section. The table gives a general overview of the characteristics of each of the participating application profile. More detailed results are explained in this section for each participating application profiles in the study.

4.1 HealthCare LOM

Healthcare LOM was developed as an application profile within the MedBiquitous Learning Object Working Group that extends the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (Smothers, 2015). In this application profile, one category named HealthCare Metadata was added to the original 9 categories composing LOM, in which fields to describe healthcare related metadata were added (figure 3). Results of evaluating the Healthcare LOM against the evaluation matrix criteria are detailed as follows:

1. Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs:
The original LOM provides in its educational category details about the resource type, interactivity level, its difficulty, the context where this resource can be used, and the typical age range. Original LOM and HealthCare LOM did not state explicitly the educational needs and outcomes related to the material it describes. However, in HealthCare metadata category, the target audience element was added to LOM.

2. Description of materials:
The general category of HealthCare LOM has a summary description of a resource. In the HealthCare metadata category, the time required for a learner to use the material can be derived from two fields: start date time and end date time. More dates are stored in the life cycle category such as date of creation, and date of any other versioning of the resource. In addition, the expiration date of the resource is added to the healthcare education category. The technical category in the healthcare LOM provides information that describes the format, size, installation remarks, and additional information for other platform requirements. The rights category describes the licensing of the resource but does not state the privacy and confidentiality of the learner.

3. Details of the provider:
The rights category details information about the provider of the resource, along with restrictions on how this resource is used. The contact field is added in the HealthCare Education category for further information about the provider. Additional fields concerning the commercial and financial support of the resource are added to the healthcare LOM.

4. Technical information
HealthCare LOM extends the XML binding of IEEE LOM. The original IEEE LOM has been developed using XML/RDF format, which makes it easy to implement the application profile in the RDF format too. Healthcare LOM introduced using medical terminologies such as MeSH (Dhammi and Kumar, 2014), SNOMED (Stearns et al., 2001), and UMLS (Bodenreider, 2004) to indicate the keywords of a resource. The IPR of a resource is stored in the rights category and the credits element in the healthcare education category. However, HealthCare LOM does not support the use of any online copyright certificate. It is noted that most of the elements in this application profile are optional.
4.2 mEducator

The mEducator project is a European funded best practice network launched to host medical educational materials from European higher academic institutions (Hendrix et al., 2012). It proposed, in 2009, the mEducator application profile (figure 4). The objective of mEducator schema was to enable ease of sharing, discovery, and reuse of medical educational content across EU higher academic institutions. Results of evaluating the mEducator against the evaluation matrix criteria are detailed as follows:

1. Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs:
   Educational objectives, educational outcomes, and the educational level of a resource are all detailed in the pedagogical values provided by mEducator along with other fields such as learning instructions, assessment methods, and educational pre-requisites.

2. Description of Materials:
   Content description, technical description, creation date, keywords, citation, metadata creation date, and others are elements used in the description category of the mEducator schema. Furthermore, information that certifies the content quality are added to the general category, and discipline of the resources are stored in the classification category.

3. Provider details
   The basic elements of mEducator include the author of the content and the author of the metadata. Furthermore, the application profile captures repurposing history of the resource it describes using the repurposing category. It has fields to document different information about the parent resource from which the current resource has been created, if it is a repurposed resource.

4. Technical information
   mEducator extended the Dublin Core Element Set and further elements were proposed to meet mEducator project requirements. The application profile was implemented in both XML and RDF in order to ensure that the metadata was compliant with the principles of Linked Data (Hitzler and Janowicz, 2013). Controlled vocabularies such as FOAF vocabulary can be used to represent people in RDF. Resources types and educational outcomes can be described using SKOS vocabulary. Furthermore, mEducator represents usage rights and respect the rights of content authors using IRP licensing represented in controlled vocabulary based on common creative licensing schema (Creative Commons, 2017).

Figure 3: Healthcare LOM application profile
The Health Education Assets Library (HEAL) is designed to provide health sciences' educators with freely available, high-quality multimedia materials to boost health science education. HEAL project (Candler, Uijtdehaage and Dennis, 2003) is a result of a collaboration between numerous faculties, medical schools, the Association of American Medical Colleges, and the National Library of Medicine. Results of evaluating the HEAL application profile (figure 5) against the evaluation matrix criteria are detailed as follows:

1. Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs:
   The educational objectives of a resource and its learning needs are not listed in the HEAL application profile. The targeted audience is not explicitly stated, but an element named inappropriate for minor in the extension category.

2. Description of Materials:
   HEAL application profile comply with almost all the criteria when describing its material. Summary of the material content is provided in the general category, while the typical learning time is included in the educational category of HEAL and information about software requirements are described in the technical section. Furthermore, the lifecycle category covers the date of preparing the resource and contacts information for the resource creator. The expiry date of the resource is not registered in HEAL. As for the legal and ethical issues, HEAL provides in the rights section clear information about assuring patient confidential content and stating clear intellectual property rights. In terms of learner privacy, HEAL does not clearly state that it respects the learner privacy and confidentiality when interacting with interactive learning resources since it has a special content type and this feature is not applicable in all cases.

3. Provider details:
   The contributor to HEAL collection is responsible for providing details about the organizations or individuals involved in preparing the resource uploaded in the life cycle category. One of the elements from HEAL extensions provide URLs pointing to educational context in which the resource can be used, such contexts might be a course, or a case, etc. It links content to more relevant information that might benefit the learner.

4. Technical information:
   HEAL metadata schema extends IMS specifications that includes metadata specification and a content packaging specification based on IEEE LTSC LOM as its base (IMS Global Learning Consortium, 2006). HEAL added specific elements required for healthcare education such as clinical history and disease process (Dennis et al., 2004). It consists of over seventy elements and sub-elements organized in 9 categories (figure 5). Most of the elements are optional and the mandatory fields for each category are minimal. HEAL is implemented in XML to ensure its interoperability and it uses a controlled
vocabulary such as MeSH, SNOMED, and UMLS. Also, it uses controlled vocabulary for describing elements such as formats and target audience.

Figure 5: HEAL application profile

4.4 NLM

Figure National Library of Medicine, on the campus of the National Institute of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, USA, is the world’s largest biomedical library (NLM, 2010). It maintains and makes a large volume of printed collections and datasets available on a wide range of topics to be searched by millions around the globe. NLM application profile (NLM, 2004) is based on the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative and incorporates additional elements identified as requirements by NLM for publishing its content. Results of evaluating the NLM against the evaluation matrix criteria are detailed as follows:

1. Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs:
   As in the DCMI standard, NLM has the targeted audience element. It does not contain any elements for describing the educational needs or objectives of a resource. There exist a Notes element in the description category that is a free text space. It can be used to give additional information about the resource such as its educational needs or objectives, but this is not stated explicitly.

2. Description of Materials:
   The NLM application profile provides a title, a subject, table of content, and abstract elements to summarize the content of the resource described. Dates fields for capturing the date of creation, date of issue, date of the last update, major revision dates, and expiry date are also supported by the NLM application profile. Information about the digital appearance of the resource, such as software or hardware requirements needed, duration, or size of the resource can be stated. Another addition by NLM is an element that is responsible of supplying the name of a specific act or regulation if the creation or providing of the described resource requires specific legal instruments.

3. Provider details:
   In addition to the publisher field, NLM application profile provides Contributor Name and Contributor Role elements to record information about the providers of the resource and their organizations. The NLM application profile added elements to state the extent to which a user can be assured that the resource will remain stable and available and records the agency responsible for guaranteeing the stability of that resource.

4. Technical information:
The schema is based on the DCMI standard which is implemented in both XML and RDF/XML. Controlled Vocabularies are also used in this schema in multiple fields such as MeSH vocabulary that is used for describing the subject of the resource. IPR rights are explicitly declared in a specific field to guarantee the rights of usage for a resource.

Figure 6: NLM application profile

5. Discussion

The results highlight the general metadata practices used when implementing a metadata model for the medicine and healthcare e-learning materials and their alignment to the guidelines set for accreditation published by the EACCME. The study showed that the models meet part of the accreditation standards concerning the description of the materials, if publishing companies filled all the metadata properties in any of these models when used. Therefore, complying to the application profiles requirements for the metadata models when used, allow e-learning resources published in digital libraries to be mapped to the accreditation standards of EACCME. This section discusses the results of the comparison study and highlights the limitations found in the sample studied. The comparison results are detailed in table 2. It has led to the following observations regarding the alignment of the application profiles against the selected criteria explained in the methodology.

- Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs: as stated in the EACCME, all the application profiles have an element to record the targeted audience, whether it is specified using age range or the educational level it is targeting. However, elements used to explicitly state the educational needs and/or objectives of the resources were applied only by mEducator application profiles. The other 3, have elements such as description, or summary of the material that can be used to include the educational needs and objectives of the resource being described.
- Description of Material: all the application profiles, in the study, have a summary element to provide a summary for the resource being described, and elements to record important dates related to the resource such as creation date, published date, modification date, and expiry date. Nonetheless, a different set of dates elements are applied in each application profile. For example, the expiry date is stated in HealthCare LOM and NLM, but not applied in the others. The format required for use of the
material is explicitly stated in all the application profiles. However, the duration needed to complete the described material is stated in two profiles only. As for the ethical and legal requirements, HEAL and NLM APs have elements to state that the resource complies with any ethical or legal needs. However, none of the application profiles have an explicit element to state that they respect learners’ privacy and confidentiality. That is due to the diverse types of e-learning material they describe which is not all of them are of an interactive nature.

- **Details of provider:** At least the name of the individuals or the organizations involved in preparing the resources described are stated in all the application profiles. NLM provides additional contact that is responsible for maintaining the stability of the resource. Only HealthCare LOM clearly provide an element responsible for recording the financial funding provided creating an e-learning material. On the other hand, HEAL provides hot links for information related to the material content or its providers.

- **Technical implementation:** All the application profiles were extended from the existing well-established metadata standards that were covered in the background section of this study. The implementation technology applied when developing the application profiles are XML and RDF, and different types of controlled vocabularies have been used to control the content for some elements such as subject or classification. mEducator and NLM use creative commons as IPR licensing for e-learning materials published. This guarantees the rights of providers and state clear usage declaration.

It is noticeable from the evaluation matrix in table 2 that the application profiles studied focused on using new technologies for enhancing the description and publishing of their content. This is due to the need for better discoverability and enhancing the searchability of online libraries using these application profiles. Other important properties such as the source of funding for preparing the material for example, was stated clearly in only one application profile. On the other hand, the date of preparation of the material, and any revisions was provided in the properties of all the metadata model studied, and this is considered as very important factor in the accreditation standards of medical educational content. This evaluation matrix shows that some application profiles, such as mEducator for example, covered all the criteria in one category but failed to do so in another. All the application profiles failed to cover all the criteria of the EACCME explicitly in standalone properties in their application profiles.

Insufficient documentation of the mapping process for the application profiles was one of the main limitations in this study. For example, mEducator AP (figure 4) extends the DCMI standard (figure 2) but the exact additions and alternation of elements for the original DCMI standard are not clear in the documentation (Hendrix et al., 2012). The study highlighted the need for specific properties used for describing r medicine and health care educational material such as the clinical history and disease process elements introduced the HEAL AP. The richness of the medical field with biomedical ontologies and controlled vocabulary, allowed such advancements to happen in the e-learning materials management on the web. Such ontologies and controlled vocabularies are used for managing and integrating of medical data in general. In education, the controlled vocabularies such as MeSH were highly integrated in most of the application profiles to describe the e-learning materials using subject headings that classify and ease the searchability of the materials (Fok and Ip, 2007). Most of the application profiles studied in this paper were implemented in some digital libraries and online repositories for hosting educational content in medicine and healthcare either by using all the APs properties, or part of their properties that is considered important for these hosting organizations.
### Table 2: The evaluation matrix and results of the comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Criteria / Application profiles</th>
<th>HealthCareLOM</th>
<th>mEducator</th>
<th>HEAL</th>
<th>NLM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational objectives and fulfillment of learning needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational needs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected educational outcomes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Audience</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of Material</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief summary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect and confirm learner privacy and confidentiality</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration needed by the learner to fulfill the educational objectives of this material</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance of the material with all relevant ethical and legal requirements</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of preparation of the material, and any revisions to its content and expiry date</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The required format for use of the material</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details of the Provider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the provider organization</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names and qualifications of individuals involved in preparing the content</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name and title of the medical practitioner who will take responsibility for its content</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declaration of actual or potential conflict of interest of the individuals involved in preparing the material</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declare the source of funding provided for the preparation of the material if applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide hot links for further relevant information</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Schema</td>
<td>IEEE LOM</td>
<td>DCMI</td>
<td>IMS</td>
<td>DCMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML binding technology</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF binding technology</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used of controlled vocabulary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPR electronic licensing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Conclusion

This paper conducted a comparative study between application profiles of metadata models that were developed by organizations specialized in medicine and healthcare to manage publishing e-learning materials developed that field. This comparison study was conducted based on the accreditation criteria for the EACCME. Additional technical criteria include using specialized ontologies and publishing techniques were added to the comparison. The alignment of e-learning materials description with the EACCME standards guarantees having the best practices for describing and educational medical material. The application profiles studied had features that enhanced the technical requirements for describing its content than the qualitative properties that is important for being accredited by an organization such as EACCME. This study showed that designing application profiles and metadata models for describing educational medical content was based on the expertise of the organization developing such models without referring to international standards used for accrediting online content. This work, if combined with a study of users (learners and educators) behaviors in searching for educational materials, can provide valuable input towards best practices for metadata model applied on medicine and health care educational materials. One of the limitations for this study is that the comparative
analysis of some entries was based on the documentation available in publications or the websites provided which is, in several cases, not enough to gather enough information about its implementation. Furthermore, the study should continue to analyze how such application profiles are applied by online repositories and digital repositories, and study if all the elements are used to fill the metadata of the ELMs. Since application profiles are highly aligned with the accreditation standards, then, if applied correctly, online repositories can easily get accredited if the quality of content is high.
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